
Never, have I felt like I was in a horror film more than I did at this moment. We left the safety of the main road that had snaked
us through the towering, stonewashed mountains, and took a detour over a small rickety bridge into the foggy town of Craig. We
were welcomed by rusty transit vans and broken-down cars, lined up in front of tin huts, parallel from the river. Metal signs hung
above doorways, with faded writing and chipped paint, making it hard to identify them. The most evident sign however, was ‘Bar’,
where we naturally, and nervously, pulled up. For a moment, we deliberated whether or not to go in, but our bladders outvoted us.
 
Tentatively swinging open the wooden saloon doors, we had to submerge our urge to laugh as time instantly slowed down. The
lone man at the horseshoe shaped bar lowered his bottle of beer and moved his attention from the small TV screen in the corner
to us. His faded baseball cap hid his eyes, but we saw his body stiffened as our rainbow of foreign colours burst in and blew dust
off the bar stools that stood eerily waiting for us. Helen bravely volunteered to scout out the facilities, walking cautiously past the
well-worn pool table, complete with low hanging red lights, and 70s style jukebox. Reaching a door at the back, she took one last
look at us, held her breath and disappeared. 
 
As we perched, we plastered awkward smiles across our faces and started politely admiring the faded sports posters and busty
models that plastered the walls. A barmaid appeared from a door behind the bar, her blonde hair lightened the dull décor and her
wide smile relaxed us, slightly. She looked out of place here in skinny jeans and a hoodie but she worked the bar so naturally -
sliding another beer to the old man, then nodding towards us, holding up her fingers and saying, “Four beers, guys?”. We nodded
automatically as Helen returned – safe and relieved. 
 
Once our drinks arrived, we’d gone from horror movie to Wizard of Oz - clicking our bottles together and saying the magic words
‘cheers’, our chipper British accents instantly burst the pressure bubble that was filling the bar and all eyes (well, four eyes) were
on us. The barmaid’s smile grew wider, whilst the old man’s shoulders unclenched and the grip on his beer loosened. He lifted his
head to reveal a weathered but soft face, covered up by a wiry walrus moustache and matching eyebrows that lifted his grandad
style glasses from his face. “You’re...you’re...you’re…B...B…British?” he stuttered. 
 
“Yes...” we collectively replied, speaking more eloquently than we ever had before, “…we’re here visiting a friend. Her husband’s in
the American Air Force.” We’d found the secret password as both the old man and barmaid puffed their chests with pride at the
mention of their military. “A…a…a…ah, that’s gr…great. Let me get…get…you a dri…dri…drink, for my…my…birthday.” The barmaid turned
on the jukebox and just like Dorothy, we felt like we were home, having a good old knees-up with our friends. 
 
This was the first ‘local’ we’d met and felt quite smug to have already blagged a free drink on day one. But as we got to know
Frisbee, we could have stayed in that bar for the whole two weeks. We fell in love with his adorable stutter as he humbly told us
the story of how he rode the bus home from the mines after work and saw students playing with a frisbee. He instinctively
jumped off and joined in, with no care about how tatty he looked or who they were: “It…it…it…just looked f…f…fun.” He returned
every day to play a game with them and earned himself the name, Frisbee. We never found out his real name.
 
He didn’t have a TV or social media. He lived in the mountains and had a stocked pantry prepared for when, not if, he got snowed
in. He read, he hunted, he met his friends at this tin-shed bar. He was happy and made us appreciate the simple things in life. We
proudly sang along as the barmaid brought out cupcakes to celebrate Frisbee’s birthday, and introduced him to selfies. Pictures,
he’ll never see again but we’ll cherish. Before leaving, we signed our names upon a dollar bill, which we pinned to the ceiling along
with hundreds of other travellers who had come across this sleepy place and left with the same heart-warming, homely feeling we
did.
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